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Take Action Against Boy Scouts’ Bigotry Today!
by Margaret Downey

There are several ways to take action in protest of the biased membership policies of
the Boy Scouts of America (BSA). Since 1993, the Freethought Society (FS) has
highlighted a wide variety of such protest efforts. Also, in many issues of this
newsletter, FS has provided specific reasons why BSA’s prejudicial membership
policies should be objectionable to the nontheist community.
The FS Anti-Discrimination Support Network (ADSN) database is filled with
narratives from families and individuals who have suffered humiliation and trauma at
the hands of BSA. Some ADSN cases have been highlighted by the media, but most
nontheist discrimination incidents go unnoticed by the general population. Often, even
members of the nontheist community are unaware of the type of trauma that has
occurred at the hands of BSA officials, volunteers and scouts.
When BSA bigotry is highlighted in newspapers, television and the Internet, 99
percent of the time the story is about BSA’s discrimination against the gay community.
While the gay community is much more organized than the nontheist community, there
are small activism projects that can be easily done by nontheists. On page 2 of this
newsletter, I have highlighted an effort to stop BSA from recruiting in public
elementary schools.
I ask you, as a reader of this newsletter, to look up the name and mailing address of
the superintendent of the school district where you pay taxes. A sample letter is printed
on the following page that can be easily signed, copied, and mailed. It does not matter
if you have a student in attendance or not. Each taxpayer’s voice is important. Exercise
your right to speak on issues of concern!
Eagle Scout Bryan Stone recently returned his Eagle Badge to BSA’s national
office. His letter to BSA is reprinted with the hope that more and more Eagle Scouts
will be inspired to follow his wonderful example.
FS member Dennis Middelbrooks recently read an Op-Ed published July 22, 2012
in the New York Daily News written by David C. Scott entitled, “Why Can’t Gays Be
Scouts, too?” Middelbrooks noticed right away that the article only mentioned BSA’s
discrimination against gays and quickly wrote a letter to the editor stating:
David C. Scott rightly criticizes the Boy Scouts for banning gays from its ranks,
but makes no mention of the fact that atheists and agnostics are also barred
from joining the Boy Scouts of America (BSA). Nontheists are ejected if their
views on religion are discovered. Why is the focus only on BSA’s bias against
gays, and not on their discriminatory policy against the non-religious? How can
an organization with a Congressional Federal Charter justify open bigotry
against millions of Americans based on sexual orientation and religious
opinion?
Many more people need to write similar letters when a news service only reports
BSA’s discrimination against gays. If there is no mention of BSA’s bigotry against
nontheists, ask to have the story accurately reported by informing the journalist and the
publishers. Chances are that they will publish your letter letting the public know that
BSA’s policy includes discrimination against nontheists.


Stop BSA Recruitment in Public Schools
The Boy Scouts of America’s (BSA) biased and harmful policy of excluding gays, nontheists, and people with certain disabilities
should disqualify it from being allowed to recruit in public schools. Even though public schools are funded by taxpayers and
should not sanction or promote organizations that discriminate against their students, many public schools allow BSA to hold
recruitment drives on school property. BSA also enlists the help of teachers and administrators during recruitment campaigns.
BSA recruitment drives take place shortly after the beginning of the school year. Therefore immediate action from concerned
citizens is imperative. The Freethought Society's (FS) Anti-Discrimination Support Network (ADSN) is spearheading a critically
important campaign directed towards school superintendents and elementary school principals.
Please print out this page, remove the top section, copy, sign, and send the letter below to the district office (superintendent)
and elementary schools in your school district. Your letter could make the difference and help protect school children from the
pain and embarrassment of rejection due to BSA's bigotry.
Thank you in advance to all who participate in this important effort and ADSN would like to acknowledge any efforts. Kindly
send your name, email address, the names of the school district and elementary schools you have contacted, as well as any
replies received to: Margaret@FtSociety.org
September, 2012
Dear Public School Official,
As in previous years, shortly after the start of the 2012/2013 school term, the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) will likely request
your permission for access to children who attend elementary schools in our district. BSA may request (and expect) your
cooperation and assistance in distributing their literature, gaining access to classrooms, and/or permission to staff recruitment
tables in order to promote their programs for youths and to recruit membership.
While BSA has a long history of offering excellent programs, BSA's membership rules prohibit gays, people with certain
disabilities, and nontheists from participation in the organization as members and/or volunteers. The diversity of religious faith,
sexual orientation, and physical abilities among public school students and staff almost certainly guarantees that some will be
victims of discrimination by BSA.
BSA has been, for many years now, a private organization. Its status was confirmed in the year 2000 by a United States
Supreme Court ruling known as Dale v Boy Scouts of America. Just this year, BSA reaffirmed their commitment to remaining a
private organization. As is the legal right of all such entities, BSA has wide latitude in creating their membership rules and
regulations. Unfortunately their membership policies are discriminatory and exclusionary.
A school facility should be a safe place for students and teachers, particularly in regard to discrimination. Most public schools
have, in fact, adopted mission statements that promise a non-discriminatory environment. If your school does not have an antidiscrimination policy in place, I strongly urge the adoption of one as soon as possible. A sample anti-discrimination school
policy is available online at the following Freethought Society link:
http://www.FtSociety.org/menu/anti-discrimination-support-network/
For many decades now, BSA's biased membership rules and regulations have caused great harm to many children and adults.
An extensive, but far from exhaustive collection of cases that clearly demonstrate this harm can be found at the following link:
http://www.FtSociety.org/2012/03/29/the-boy-scouts-of-america-legalized-discrimination/
Since BSA is a private organization, it must be treated as such, without benefit of taxpayer assistance and gratuities. In
addition to the important goal of protecting children and staff from bias, discrimination, and the pain this can cause, disallowing
the BSA access to our public school will help to avoid the district from becoming embroiled in possible legal actions. I want my
tax dollars to be used for providing quality education -- not used to defend against lawsuits resulting from discrimination.
Therefore, as a taxpayer in and resident of this school district, I am submitting this letter as formal request that BSA not be
permitted access to public schools or school sponsored functions in our district.
I would very much appreciate a reply. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
_____________________________________________ Printed name: ______________________________________________
(Signature)
Address (Street, City, State, Zip): ____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________________________Email: ____________________________________________

Returning an Eagle Badge to the Boy Scouts of America
The letter below is an example of many that were sent to the Boy Scouts of
America’s (BSA) National Office. The letter was written by Bryan Stone,
who is an Eagle Scout with three Palms to his credit (Bronze, Gold and
Silver). Stone has been a member of BSA since 1976 through Troop 57
(Denver Area Council, Lakewood, Colorado). Stone is currently a resident of
Henderson, Nevada.
The Freethought Society (FS) congratulates Stone for his courageous
stance. It is difficult to let go of an Eagle Badge that took years to earn, but
Stone values his integrity more than any material item. FS is hopeful that
more Eagle Scouts will be inspired by Stone’s words and action.
Any Eagle Scout who returns their badge to BSA will be acknowledged
and praised for their efforts. Please send a copy of correspondence to:
Newsletter@FtSociety.org
July 23, 2012
Boy Scouts of America
National Executive Board
1325 Walnut Hill Lane
PO Box 152079
Irving, TX 75015-2079
Attention: Bob Mazzucca, Chief Scout Executive
Members of the Boy Scouts of America’s National Executive Board:
As a former Eagle Scout with Silver, Bronze and Gold Palm, and as a Scout Leader for many years, I am writing to protest your
position regarding your prohibitions on gay and/or godless scouts. Are you serious? This is 2012!
Scouting was a fantastic organization for me in my youth. For an altruistic young man seeking opportunities to learn and
expand my world and to later contribute therein, Scouting taught me many valuable lessons. The stuff I learned while fulfilling
the “requirements” to get the 48 merit badges I earned (equivalent to earning the Eagle twice) set me on the road to a rich and
fulfilling life. Those Boy Scout experiences inspired and motivated me to get the facts about issues and topics of the day. It
spawned a zeal for learning.
Becoming an Eagle Scout helped me secure a nomination to West Point and the United States Air Force (USAF). After
becoming a USAF officer and flying jets, I went on to be a Special Agent in the Federal Bureau of Investigation, where I had a
rich and full career. I am now a co-owner of a technology company. I attribute much of my success and enlightenment in life and
careers to those early experiences in Scouting.
I am not gay, but over the course of my life and careers, I have come to know and work with many wonderful people who are
gay. Gay does not equal pedophile. The paranoia that gay scout leaders are potential pedophiles is old school thinking and has no
basis in fact. This position is obviously clouded by your religious thinking — that being gay is sinful.
As to the godless, I have been on both sides of the religious coin, and I no longer put stock in the mythologies which enslave
the human intellect. I am now in the camp of Thomas Jefferson, who had “sworn an oath of eternal hostility toward every form
of tyranny over the mind of man.” Jefferson was speaking of religion. Scouting rightfully taught me the value of learning and
exploring our world, humanity, and the sciences. I learned to be of service to others, to help the less fortunate, to respect life, and
to be intellectually honest. Religion is not necessary for these qualities to thrive. One does not need a religious backdrop to live a
moral life, and the BSA experience actually proves this without apparently knowing it.
The BSA is choosing to be on the wrong side of history. As I see it, the position taken by BSA to sideline the gay and the
godless is in direct conflict of its own core principles. Unfortunately, I can no longer support an otherwise excellent organization
and a concept that discriminates in such a hypocritical fashion. It is a shame that I can no longer declare with pride that I am an
Eagle Scout.
For the sake of all the young men who could yet benefit from the great good that comes from scouting, I urge you to
reconsider your stance and discard these discriminatory practices and ideas.
On my next trip to New York City, I will be burying my Eagle medal in the dirt at the base of Lady Liberty as a personal
symbolic gesture. On my Honor.
Bryan Stone

Friday the Thirteenth at TAM 2012
by Margaret Downey
It’s not often that a skeptic conference happens to take
place on a weekend that includes a Friday the
thirteenth, but this July the fortunate coincidence
occurred! A yearly conference hosted by the James
Randi Educational Foundation (JREF) takes place in
Las Vegas, Nevada. The event is affectionately
known as “The Amazing Meeting” (TAM). Year after
year, the conference lives up to its name — amazing!
JREF conference organizers, familiar with the
Freethought Society’s (FS) Friggatriskaidekaphobia
Treatment Center concept, extended an invitation to
FS to join in the festivities. The 2012 conference dates
matched up to a July Friday the thirteenth. JREF
provided the use of a room located across the hall
from the main ballroom at the South Point Hotel.
FS volunteers set up a self-guided museum of superstitions
along with an anti-superstition obstacle course. The venue
was visited throughout the day by conference attendees, the
press and JREF’s invited speakers/presenters. Each visitor to
the room complimented the volunteers regarding the hard
work that went in to the museum display, costuming and
souvenirs.
Pre-conference duties were many and I relied heavily on
my Las Vegas friends to help coordinate long-distance needs.
Former American Humanist Association president, resident of
Las Vegas and FS supporter Mel Lipman took charge of a
few pick-up and delivery needs.
FS supporter Michael Jacobson acted as a receiving agent
for all pre-event boxes shipped to the Las Vegas location.
Jacobson not only delivered the packages to the hotel but he
also provided a pick-up service from the airport to the hotel.
He lent his car to me, and that generous act made it possible
for me to purchase many of the fresh foods placed on display
at the Friggatriskaidekaphobia Treatment Center.
On display was a magnificent piñata, custom made by FS
supporter Celestia Ward. She is a Las Vegas artist who specializes in caricatures, sculptures and commercial illustrations. Ward is also co-owner of Two Heads Studios
(http://2headsstudios.com/), and a writer. She could not attend
TAM 2012 because of a commitment to attend and work at
Comic-Com held the same weekend as TAM. Ward also
designed a poster that was used to direct people to the room
being used as the Friggatriskaidekaphobia Treatment Center.
The Ward piñata was made in the shape of a Mayan
calendar so that one “lucky” person could “smash” the myth
that the world will end on December 21, 2012. The name
drawn was a young man who had a difficult time smashing
the well-constructed piñata. George Hrab (TAM’s 2012
Master of Ceremonies) helped pry open the piñata so that the
funny items inside could be thrown into the audience. Many
people walked out of the ballroom with plastic insects and
snakes, glow in the dark jewelry, hot chili pepper spicy treats,
and peppermints wrapped in a fake 1 million dollar bill.

The museum display tables were divided into
categories of superstitions. Food, household items,
animals, clothing and many other superstitions were
highlighted on each table. Interesting signs carefully
explained each superstition.
The official greeters to the museum were (in
alphabetical order) Tarina Darkaudisho, Jeremy
DiCarlo, Linda DiCarlo, Matthew DiCarlo,
Magdalena Gos, Ayden Grella, Tracy McPherson
and Tom Schottmiller. Each greeter wore a costume
fitting their particular expertise (see photo page).
Visitors to the museum were encouraged by the
greeters to sign up to be the person selected to smash
the piñata and a mirror. There were also some
interactive displays and “Clean Bill of Mental Health”
certificates were given as souvenirs.
McPherson (pictured above) dressed as a Friggatriskaidekaphobia Treatment Center Nurse. She sat at the entrance
of the Treatment Center distributing “Save the Date” cards
and encouraging passersby to tour the museum/displays and
get tested for latent superstitions by the rest of the “mock
medical” crew. The next Friggatriskeidekaphobia Treatment
Center will open on September 13, 2013 somewhere in the
Philadelphia area. Watch this newsletter for more details.
After the event, McPherson stated that she “enjoyed
greeting TAM attendees at the door and interacting with the
other volunteers. Everyone had fun and hopefully learned
something new regarding superstitions.”
Chris DiCarlo was a scheduled speaker for TAM and his
entire family volunteered to help set up the Treatment Center
room, work at the Center and take down the displays. DiCarlo
delivered a brilliant speech and his family worked hard to
help make the Treatment Center a huge success.
Volunteers Darkaudisho and Gos had never attended TAM
even though they live in Las Vegas. Darkaudisho said that she
was pleased to have had “...an opportunity to meet and
network with people who are a part of the skeptic/atheist
movement, which is what I hope to be involved with more in
the future."
Gos said that as the Miss Fortune Teller she enjoyed
“...interacting with people, playing off
the fortune telling fad. Telling fortunes
with a negative twist reminded me of a
carnival sideshow — except I didn't
get to pick any pockets. I certainly had
fun as the character!"
Brian Dunning is pictured at right
taking the anti-superstition test at the
TAM 2012 event. Dunning is the host
of the popular podcast, “Skeptoid.” He
is defiantly standing under the ladder
where Ward’s custom “End Times”
event poster was attached.


Photos from “The Amazing Meeting” 2012
Pictured in the Friggatriskaidekaphobia Treatment Center set up at The Amazing Meeting
are (standing) Tom Schottmiller, Tarina
Darkaudisho and Margaret Downey. Seated
in the photo are Linda DiCarlo, Magdalena
Gos and James “The Amazing” Randi.
The most popular attraction of the day was the
Miss Fortune Teller played by Gos. The part
was so perfect for her that she asked to participate in the September 13, 2013 event. Of
course, we all said “Yes, please.”

In the above photo, Ayden Grella is standing next
to the beautiful Mayan Calendar piñata created by
Las Vegas artist Celestia Ward. DiCarlo helped to
register names for the piñata smashing ceremony.
Pictured right are (left to right) Matthew DiCarlo,
Margaret Downey and Jeremy DiCarlo. Dressing up as doctors and nurses and treating people
for their subconscious superstitions provided for
an interesting and fun time. Visitors to the Treatment Center were asked to walk under a ladder,
spill salt, open an umbrella and have a (pretend)
cat scan in order to earn a “Clean Bill of Mental
Health” certificate/souvenir.
The mirror that was broken on stage at 5:30 PM on
Friday, July 13th can be seen on the table top just
behind DiCarlo. Over 800 conference attendees
registered to smash the mirror and the piñata.

The Freethought Society’s (FS)
2012 Four-Month Activities Calendar
September 28
Professor, author and activist
Herb Silverman will be
traveling through Pennsylvania the last week in
September. He will be in the
Philadelphia and surrounding
area on Friday, September
28, 2012.
FS and the Ethical
Humanist Society of Philadelphia (EHSP) will co-host
an event featuring Silverman as the special guest and
speaker.
Silverman’s presentation will begin at 7:00 PM at the
EHSP building located at 1906 South Rittenhouse Square,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103. Please note the suggested donation of $5 at the door.
Silverman’s speech, “Candidate Without a Prayer,” will
highlight excerpts from his book of the same name. Books
will be sold for $20 each and Silverman will inscribe them as
time permits.

October 23
Did you miss the Saturday,
March 24, 2012 Reason
Rally? Don’t despair. The
event was captured on film.
The Freethought Society is
pleased to show the DVD in
a free and open-to-thepublic event on Tuesday,
October 23, 2012 at the
Norristown Public Library. The Norristown
Public Library is located at 1001 Powell Street, Norristown,
Pennsylvania.
This event will be in the format of “Dinner and a Movie.”
Please arrive at the library Community Room around 5:30
PM with your own dinner and vote on which segments of the
Reason Rally will be shown. The DVD captures an entire day
of speeches, music, comedy acts and so much more. It would
be impossible to view the entire DVD since the library only
allows the use of the room for two hours. FS will provide
water, napkins, paper plates and cups. For information about
public transportation to the library visit:
www.septa.org/stations/rail/norristown.html

November 11
On Sunday, November 11, 2012 FS
welcomes Stuart Jordan at the Free
Library of Philadelphia (1901 Vine
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania).
His speech, “Toward a Better Human
Future,” will assess how well enlightenment goals have been realized today
in the United State and globally. Jordan
will welcome dialogue with the audience and the room being
used is conducive for such interaction. Please meet at 7:00
PM in the Skyline Room located on the fourth floor of the
library.
Jordan is a retired senior staff scientist at NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center and is currently president and board
member of the Institute for Science and Human Values
(ISHV). He holds a doctorate in physics and astrophysics and
is a Rhodes scholar. His book, The Enlightenment Vision —
Science, Reason, and the Promise of a Better Future, is due to
be published at end of this year.

December 1
FS continues to demand the right to display a Tree of
Knowledge on the grounds of the Chester County Courthouse.
A 2012 display request will very likely be denied,
therefore supporters must be prepared to conduct a “Human
Tree of Knowledge” event/protest rally. The event/protest
rally schedule will include the distribution of ornaments and
participants will be invited to say a few words about how
much certain books mean to them. Please plan to participate
on Saturday, December 1, 2012 at the Chester County
Courthouse located at the corner of High and Market Streets
(2 North High Street, West Chester, Pennsylvania). The
event will start at 3:00 PM and will include speeches,
singing, photo opportunities and a press conference.
Please email FS to volunteer (volunteers@FtSociety.org)
for one of many jobs that need to be done ahead of time (new
ornaments, press releases, media training, etc.).
Should the FS petition to include the Tree of Knowledge in
the 2012 display be approved, FS supporters will be notified
by email, or a notice will be posted on the Freethought
Society listserv and website. An actual tree will be decorated
in that case.
At 5:30 PM a post-event dinner (Dutch Treat) will take
place at Kildare’s Irish Pub located at 18 West Gay Street,
West Chester, Pennsylvania, 19380. The restaurant is located
just one block from the Chester County Courthouse. For
directions to the restaurant call (610) 431-0770.

The Freethought Society (FS) promotes freedom of thought, expression and choice. FS also advocates separation of religion and government. FS publishes a newsletter every other month, The Freethought Society News. The newsletter is
delivered as an ezine via email and is complimentary to supporters, donors, like-minded individuals and those who are
interested in learning more about freedom of thought.
Monthly events take place in many locations across the nation, with emphasis in the tri-state area of Pennsylvania,
Delaware and New Jersey. FS activities and services depend on the financial contributions of supporters. Funds may be
sent using this form or via the FS website (www.FtSociety.org). All contributions to FS are tax-deductible to the fullest
extent of the law (EIN Number: 23-2738574). Please donate generously.
Yes! I want to:
( ) become a supporter of FS (Please enclose checks payable to the Freethought Society):
$30 Individual Supporter
$35 Family Supporter
$20 Student
$1,000 Supporter for a Lifetime
( ) become a “Freethought Star” by setting up an automatic monthly donation to FS from my bank or through
PayPal in the amount of (circle one): $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $30 $35 $40 $45 $_____(other per month)
( ) earmark a donation to (insert project, event or committee name): __________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________
City, State and Zip: _________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________Cell: ____________________________________________
( ) Check here if you prefer your sponsorship to remain anonymous.
FS will email a complimentary newsletter to potential supporters. Please provide contact information for anyone who
might be interested in receiving an FS newsletter.
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________

Use this same form to bid on the use of FS’s St. Croix Cottage
FS’s cottage in St. Croix is available for use the 11th week of each year. In 2013, the week offered will be March 16-23
(Saturday-Saturday). The yearly maintenance fee for the beachside cottage at Chenay Bay Beach Resort is $900.
The lowest bid FS can accept must meet that cost.
If you are interested in placing a bid on the use of this property, please return this
form to the address below or bid via email at:
StCroix@FtSociety.org
The bid is for a one-week stay in cottage number 6 and does not include travel,
rental car or food expenses. For additional information see:
www.FtSociety.org
Mail this form to:
Freethought Society, P.O. Box 242, Pocopson, PA 19366-0242 or email a bid to: StCroix@Ftsociety.org

